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ACLU Challenges Federal Drug Provision lor Financial Aid
Kristen Casalenuovo
Opinion Hdilor

The American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) and Students for
Sensible Drug Policy (SSDP)
filed a class-action lawsuit in federal court in South Dakota last
week.
The suit challenges the constitutionality of a federally mandated law which prohibits all students found guilty of any drugrelated offense from receiving
federal financial aid.
Financial aid includes all types
of federal loans (Stafford,
Perkins), grants, and work-study
opportunities.
The lawsuit names Margaret
Spellings as the defendant, in her
official capacity as Secretary of
the United States Department of
Education (DOE).
The ACLU and SSDP specifically intend to confront the "Aid
Elimination Provision" of the
Higher Education Act (HEA),
which automatically denies financial aid to all students convicted
of any drug-related offense.

regardless of the severity of the
charge.
In the official complaint document, the SSDP asserts that "it is
unfair, irresponsible, and irrational to prevent an individual
from receiving an education solely
because he or she has been convicted of a drug offense."
The ACLU and SSDP argue
that this severe provision is
unconstitutional because it penalizes students who have already
been punished through the courts.
Punishment twice for the same
crime is considered double jeopardy, which is a violation of the
Bill of Rights.
The plaintiffs also contend that
the
provision
discriminates
against
African
Americans
because they are disproportionately targeted by law enforcement
for drug offenses. To shed some
numbers on this claim, African
Americans, who count for 12% of
the nation's population and 13%
of drug users, comprise 55% of
those convicted of drug offenses.
The plaintiffs further state that

no other class of offender,
including anyone found guilty of
rape, murder, or any other violent
crime, has similar restrictions on
eligibility for financial aid. Since
federal financial aid is allocated
based on economic need, they say
that the provision unfairly affects
those students with a low economic status who cannot afford a
post-secondary education without outside financial assistance.
The complaint explains the
evolution of the provision. In
1988, the McCollum Amendment
to the Anti-Drug Act gave federal and state courts the right to
suspend eligibility for federal
financial aid to individuals found
guilty of possessing or distributing a controlled substance.
Because almost all courts
refrained from assigning this as
part of criminal sentencing,
Congress passed the Aid
Elimination Provision which
requires the DOE to impose this
sanction, effectively circumventing the discretion of the judiciary
system.

The ACLU and SSDP are not
the only organizations demanding
the repeal of the Aid Elimination
Provision in its entirety: Over 250
national and state organizations,
including the NAACP, the
National Council for Higher
Education, and the American Bar
Association, as well as 100 university student governments, have
demonstrated their support for a
full
Congressional
repeal.
Religious groups, such as the
United
Methodist
Church
General Board of Church and
Society, also support the repeal.
So far, three individual student
plaintiffs have been named in the
lawsuit. South Dakota, One of
them, Kraig Selken of South
Dakota, shared his view of the
provision at the outset of the lawsuit.
"The thing that it ends up
being aimed at is just to deter education," Selken said in an interview reported by Bloomberg
News. "It's not about deterring
drug use."

see ACLU p.5

Aramark Dining Hall Employee Disappearances Explained
Naomi Pearson
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Copy Editor

Many of the full-time workers in
the dining hall seem to have disappeared,
according
to
Longwood students.
One of the familiar faces most
conspicuously absent is that of
Sandra Scott, known affectionately to many students as "Mama
Omelet" or "The Omelet Lady."
Rumor had it that Aramark
had been laying off many of the
workers since the layout and
service of the dining hall
changed to the "Real Food on
Campus" (RFOC) system.
That rumor simply isn't true,
according to Grant Avent.
He admitted, however, that
the switch to ROFC has brought
more changes than self-serve
lines and freshly made entrees.
Avent explained that the new
setup does not require nearly as
many servers, which explains the
absence of mafty familiar faces.
Instead, most employees

■■■

either have been reassigned to
The made-to-order stations are half hours working the pizza bar."
other service sections, or are the biggest contributor to the cutAlthough she doesn't mind
rotating through each department back.
being rotated through different
in a cross-training effort.
Since much less of the food departments, she said, "I do miss
Scott, for instance, has been being served is pre-made, there is being at the omelet bar."
transferred to the pizza bar during no reason for the workers to
Although none of the Aramark
the lunchtime shift.
come in as early to prepare it.
employees have been laid off, it is
"Then, if someone
true that a few no longer work
Rumor had it that Aramark had been for the company, but for reacan't make it in for some
reason, another team laying off many of the workers since the sons that have nothing to do
member can step in," layout and service of the dining ball with the scheduling changes,
Avent said.
changed to Real Food on Campus Avent said.
Although that solution
Some, like Bill Brandt, have
(RFOC) system.
may seem intuitive, Avent
gone on to pursue other
That rumor simply isn't true, accordsaid that sometimes, as in
career options.
ing to Grant Avent.
any business, people get
Brandt had been planning
comfortable in just one position,
In order to counteract the loss to move on since last year, but
doing just one job.
of income that would result from opted to stay on for several
If there is only one person who the work-hour shortage, Aramark months more.
knows a particular job, the effi- has offered to allow workers to
Others have left for personal
ciency of the business suffers make up the shortfall by working reasons that Avent asked not to be
when that person is absent, with- voluntarily in other departments. disclosed.
out a qualified replacement.
Recendy, Scott surprised severNone of the student workers
Despite the rotation of team al students at dinnertime when have had their hours affected,
members through various work- she appeared in the dishroom although they too are rotated
stations, some of them have had window.
through different stations and
their hours cut back as a direct
"I'm making up hours," she departments.
result of the ROFC system.
explained. "I only get five and a
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Words From Tke Editor: Field Parties: A Hugkesian Experience
A few weeks
ago
I
was
speaking with
my friend Pat
and he asked if
I knew what
the
greatest
thing
Ted
Hughes ever did was. I told
him I did not, so he proceeded to tell me that his greatest
accomplishment was making
Sylvia Plath kill herself.
I did not agree, partly
because it was a misogynistic
statement and pardy because
it just simply is not true. The
greatest thing Ted Hughes
ever did was create poetry that
tried to show people that they
should return to a more primitive and natural state. His
poetry resembled rhythmic
chants that would have been
used by tribal communities.
His rationale for spending his
life on this cause was the

degeneration of humans
through technology.
Technology created a
series of wars that enveloped
his life in destruction.
Technology created a more
hectic, stressful lifestyle that
has only continued to cause
further distress in the lives of
those who occupy our societyAside from further removing ourselves from the natural world, we have placed
laws and limitations on
things that cannot truly be
possessions, such as time,
land and truth. Time is a
vague concept that can only
be defined through the use
of metaphor, yet it is the ultimate force that rules our
lives.
Time is not a tangible
object that can or should be
tamed. It is something merely projected by humans to
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define and regulate human
activity. A mere five minutes
can destroy your life. It is not
acceptable to rebel against the
system created for time and
even illegal to refuse abiding
by daylight savings time.
Many other cultures do not
worship the clock like our society does, which gives them the
time to not be held under the
constraints of time. This weekend, spring weekend, is probably one of the few instances
when
the
students
of
Longwood can step back from
obeying time. Aside from
working booths and ensuring
that you can hear certain
bands, time becomes irrelevant.
People gather in fields, returing to a state of primitivism
and are happy to simply be. To
banter with their friends and
listen to music. This will sadly
be my last spring weekend, but

upon reflecting on the previous three, they have provided
me with memories so outrageous that one could not even
make these things up in a
work of fiction.
Last year, on the Sunday
morning of spring weekend, I
found myself walking down
the railroad tracks for five
hours with my friend Krissy.
After walking two hours in one
direction we came to the crass
realization that we would have
to turn and walk back.
At this exact moment her
dog, Cameron, who was
accompanying us on this journey, ran through a ditch and
just so happened to lose her
leash. This left us with the
only option of tying a thistle
branch around her neck and
praying that she would not run
away.
We made it back safely long
after the sun had risen and

proudly accepted the glares
we were receiving from those
families on their way to
church. We deserved every
glorious, dirty look. This is a
mere instance of how ridiculous and perfect this weekend
was.
Hopefully both you and I
will have similar experiences
this year. My advice would be
to abandon your watch and
entire sense of time and put
those efforts forth toward the
more important aspects of
life, which are those people
you are lucky enough to have
surrounding you.

Janet Jones
Editor-in-Chief

[We would like to apologize for the error that was printed inl
the paper last Friday. We hope that you understand the
headline was not intentionally printed and in no way
reflects the feelings of the staff. In hopes that this mistake
did not make its way around campus we gathered the newspapers and are reprinting the issue today. Thank you, The
Rotunda

Letters to tke Editor
Dear Editor:
For individuals interested in civil
rights this has been a rather eventful semester. Morris Dees spoke
in Jarman auditorium in February,
hate crimes reported on campus,
and legislation dealing with gay
marriage was in the news.
After a hate crime based on the
individual's sexual orientation
occurred, it came to my attention
that most students here are
unaware that Virginia's hate crime
legislation does not protect people
against attacks based on sexual orientation or gender.
Sexual orientation is a choice
and therefore the government
should not give the gay, lesbian and
bisexual community special privileges. At least, that's what the main
argument against including sexual
orientation in the hate crime legislation would have us believe. Two
critical points of the argument are
choice and privilege.

Recent scientific evidence
refutes the assertion that sexual
orientation is a choice; sexual orientation appears to be biologically
determined. One can no more
choose their sexual orientation
than they can choose their ethnicity or their race. History provides
multiple examples of the removal
of exclusions based on biology,
such as racism and feminism.
Another argument against
including sexual orientation in the
legislation is that it would be giving gays and lesbians special priveleges.
The national legislation is worded so that the rights of the majority are extended to all who may
not fit the majority, whether by
biology (race, ethnicity, gender,
and sexual orientation) or by
choice (religion). Including sexual
orientation in the Virginia hate
crime legislation would give
homosexuals the same rights

__

enjoyed by heterosexuals, not
special privleges. The reason
extending these rights to homosexuals seems like a special privilege is because of the prejudice
that is ingrained in society.
Sexual orientation is a major
aspect of an individual's life. It is
not as simple as a chosen lifestyle,
such as whether or not they are a
vegetarian, or a smoker. By
changing our daily behavior to
work against our personal prejudices we can ensure that civil
rights are extended to all
Americans.
Once we have controlled our
personal biases we can work to
change social biases as well.
Another way to encourage this
change is by supporting inclusion
through legislation, and resisting
laws that institutionalize exclusion, such as laws prohibiting
same sex marriages.
- Teresa Johnson

Opinion
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Some Dare Call it Treason? Patriotism Reconsidered
Naomi Pearson

Copy Editor

What is patriotism? Most of us,
I'm sure would define it as love
and loyalty to one's country. The
Webster's New International
Dictionary, 2nd edition says it is
"love of one's country; devotion
to the welfare of one's country;
the virtues and actions of a patriot." But what does that mean?
In both broadcast and print
media, especially in the weeks just
preceding the Iraq war and the
years since, questioning and criticizing the government, our
President and his policies have
been called unpatriotic
Newsman Dan Rather noticed
and worried "that patriotism run
amok will trample the very values
that the country seeks to defend."
Even the President, backed by
many of our senators and our
other representatives, had indicated publicly that nothing short of
total agreement and support of
anything he does is patriotic
I hear the same sentiment
echoed anytime people discuss
politics and the "War on Terror,"
to use the ubitiquous, all-encom-

passing term for the response to
the September 11 attacks and for
the ouster of Saddam Hussein.
Speaking against the war in
Iraq or the way it was executed
and followed up (or not properly
followed up, as the case may be)
is equated with not supporting
our troops.
I have heard and seen in everyday conversation, and even in
opinions printed in these pages,
the expressed belief that questioning, criticizing and protesting
the President's and his administration's actions is practically treason.
Treason is a very strong word;
treason is an action that, historically, is punishable by death. Do
those of you who believe that
public criticism of the government is treason truly believe that
those who do criticize should die?
Have they really committed
"the offense of attempting by
overt acts to overthrow the government of the state to which the
offender owes allegiance"?
Notice that the Constitution
says, 'Treason against the United
States, shall consist only in levy-

ing War against them, or in
adhering to their Enemies, giving them Aid and Comfort"
Do you realize that, according to you, many of your classmates, a significant number of
your professors (aside from
whatever you may feel about
them personally in relation to
your grades), some of your family members, and a large portion
of the population of the United
States would be lined up and
shot, solely on the basis of
expressing dissent?
Are you qualified to make
that decision; are you justified in
passing that judgment?
Criticism, by Webster's definition is " the act of criticizing,
esp. unfavorably; faultfinding;
censure", "a critical observation,
judgment, or review; critique",
or "the art of judging or evaluating with knowledge and propriety the beauties and faults of
works of art or literature; extended to similar consideration of moral values, the soundness of scientific hypotheses...

see PATRIOTISM p.4
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More warmth, less clothing
The promise of the next sunrise
Ten-deep carpools to field parties
Spring blossoming with romance
WMLU and LP for bringing amazing music to LU
Truckloads of beer

Drops:
- Awkward seasonal wardrobe transitions
- Not enjoying events because you're too busy
coordinating them
- Sunchase balconies catching unspeakably nasty
debris from upstairs apartments
- Too much complaining, not enough doing
- Getting off topic in important discussions
- Losing your train of thought

Skn

What is your favorite thing
about Spring Weekend?

Field parties. It's so much fun
when everyone gets together in
such an open place.
- Lauren Petty (Sophomore)

Letter to tke Editor: Cigarettes... WMDs?
Dear Editor,
On Longwood's Facebook, a
group tided the "Citizen Action
Coalition" has been established
as a product of an English400
project to "actively enforce the
smoking bans on Brock
Commons". The illegitimately
named group (CAC is a trademarked organization in Illinois)
has established on the site they
will be wearing red armbands to
show their support of the cause,
and I offer one question: ARE
YOU SERIOUS!?
Don't misunderstand me, I
respect and support student
activism, I value those who take
a stand for change, and I understand the purpose of a grassroots movement. I also know
what substantiates an effective
campaign and what could poten-

. .

tially turn a legitimate concern
into a campus-wide joke.
First, the Citizen Action
Coalition must define the problem. How many students violate
the "no smoking on Brock
Commons rule" daily?
Furthermore, how does the
administration perceive this
"rule"; as a law, or a general
notion? What are the true effects
of second hand smoke in a well
ventilated outdoor space? What
rights do persons over the age of
18 have to buy, own, and smoke
cigarettes on public property?
And what laws protect the
school's decision to make Brock
Commons a no-smoking designation? It seems to me if a
group is to take action against
smoking any where on this campus, it should be where smokers

and tobacco laden clouds linger
outside of the entrances to
Residence Halls and Academic
Buildings.
It seems I cannot construct my
argument without establishing
my own position on the topic: I
am a non-smoker, but many of
my friends smoke and I understand that while it is my right to
breathe free, it is equally my
right to smoke should I choose
to do so To alienate students
who briskly walk through a
"non-smoking" area with a cigarette is the same hard-nosed
rule enforcement which arrests
21 year old students as they
relax outside their own residence halls after 2 beers for
being drunk in public

see CIGARETTES p.4

The bands because they always
have a good variety.
-Contessa Johnson (Junior)
The bands and the atmosphere
of eating outside, and because
you know that everyone there is
buzzed or drunk a little bit.
-Pam Newman (Senior)
It's a fabulous place to bring my kids.
All of the booths are kid friendly and
spring weekend does a great service to
the faculty, staff, and community.
-Pam Tracy (Professor)
This segment features a Longwood-pertinent question
answered by a random sample of students. If you have any
suggestions about what next week's question should be,
please send an e-mail to rotunda@longwood.edu.

Opinion
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...and procedures, etc"; in popular use, we tend to mean faultfinding. But that does not make it
unpatriotic
Criticism may not pretty or
comfortable; it is not always be
nice But that does not make it
treason.
On the contrary, even
Theodore Roosevelt, the 26th
president, said, 'To announce that
there must be no criticism of the
president, or that we are to stand
by the president, right or wrong, is
not only unpatriotic and servile,
but is morally treasonable to the
American public"
The purpose of criticism is,
depending on which definition is
used, to deconstruct and analyze
the meaning and implications of
something or to point out what
one thinks is wrong so that it can
be fixed.
The American forefathers
made sure that the rights to free
speech, to peaceful, public dissent
and to demand redress of the
government were part of the
foundation of our country.
Think of the freedoms and
rights our country was built upon;
aren't they what we, as Americans,
have upheld and fought for since
the inception of the United
States?
American history has been full
of governmental criticism and
dissent; that is the way reforms
begin—from the American
Revolution itself
to
the
Emancipation
Proclamation;
from the Civil War to the Civil
Rights Movement; from Women's

Suffrage to Women's Rights. And
yet, when some of us exercise
those very rights, others make
accusations of treason, or of a
lack of patriotism. (Even
President Bush, in a 2001 speech,
decried "intolerance of dissent"
as a hallmark of totalitarian
regimes, like the Taliban)
But what is more patriotic
than holding accountable those
whom we have elected to represent us here and to the rest of
the world.'
John Adams warned that "The
jaws of power are always opened
to devour, and her arm is always
stretched out, if possible, to
destroy the freedom of thinking,
speaking, and writing." There can
be nothing more American than
demanding that our leaders
uphold the Constitution they are
sworn to defend and the
Constitutional principles upon
which our whole way of life
rests.
Loyalty should never be blind;
we should see our leaders for the
human beings that they are—fallible, prone to mistakes in judgment, and just as afraid for the
safety of their families in a world
where people can fly aircraft into
buildings on purpose and blow
themselves up along with everyone around them.
We elected them, and we
should trust them to represent
us—and our interests—and
stand behind them in their decisions, but when their voice is not
the voice of the people, it is our
right and duty to call them on it
and demand, at the very least, an
explanation and an accounting of

April 7, 2006

Tke True Meaning of "Accepting Qiversity
Patrick Sullivan
GmitV'rikr

College is all about learning
about your follow man and basking in the diversity that separates
us all. Longwood students hail
from all corners of the state; this
of course, leads to a rich melting
pot of backgrounds and ideas
here in the heart of Virginia.
Commendably,
Longwood
University has stepped forward to
help ensure that students understand and respect those of different races, gender, religions, and
sexual orientation.
The only problem that
Longwood seems to have is
understanding that diversity goes
both ways Often, people questing in the name of diversity trample on the beliefs that others may
hold very dear to them. I have no
problem with homosexuality, I
believe that what you do is your
business, but at the same time I
also understand that other people

do have a problem with it. People
have beliefs that we must respect
even if those beliefs mean they
choose not to accept other people. But at the same time, no one
and I mean no one, EVER has
the right to physically harm or
intimidate any person based on
their choices in life.
To truly demonstrate understanding, we must learn to accept
the fact that some actions are
considered immoral by others. Is
saying someone is wrong for
believing homosexuality is
immoral any different than saying
someone is wrong for believing
that premarital sex is immoral?

CIGARETTES cont'd pJ
The vast majority of the student body will not support strict
enforcement of the "no-smoking" rule. Especially when this
rule is being enforced by equally
un-authoritative peers wearing
"symbolic" red armbands (red
mind you, is the color of rebellion and the Nazi party.. .hmm).
their breach of public trust
If the Student Action
Patriotism is not flag-waving,
Coalition is concerned with makshouting "God bless America,"
ing a change on campus, they
or even bringing democracy to
must have honest and persuasive
other lands, although they can be
evidence, and most importantly,
expressions of it Patriotism is
they must aim higher: the adminnot perpetual agreement with
istration. It is NOT a student's
every policy any President or
job to enforce school policies,
other politician promotes.
when we are paying several thouPatriotism is love and loyalty to
sand dollars a year to be protectnot just our country as a political
ed by those policies. What would
entity or a landmass, but to the
the potential implications be for a
principles that shaped and
student (or faculty member)
defined America as not only a
caught smolting on Brock
nation, but as a concept and repCommons by another student?
resentation of liberty and justice
The "Citizen Action Coalition"
for all.
suggests citizens
arrests be made,
with a penalty of
expulsion from
school on a third
offense. An over■ I don* hni much tlmo Ml at Longwood. Why should I grva
to MM Scalar Chathmgo program whan I wfll no longar ba
heard conversaon campus to racoive tha banaflta of my gift?"
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Saying mat person is wrong for
having their beliefs is not only
attacking that belief, but also the
person who carries it
You may think blacks are inferior to whites, Japanese people inferior to Chinese people, smokers
inferior to non-smokers, Jews
inferior to Muslims, or whatever
and I will support your right to
believe that.
Docs that make you any less of
a person? No.
Does that make you wrong?
No.
Does that make you right' No.

see ACCEPTING p.5
a colleague what arms members
of the "CAC" can legally bear
Mase, knives, or concealed
weapons?
ARE YOU SERIOUS?
Can you imagine: having just
taken a hard test- you reach to
relax with a cigarette and SHHHHHH you're being bit with mase,
and dragged to the police station
Come on "CAC". This misguided
control trip has gone TOO FAR...
Should research prove the need
for enforcement of the "nosmoking rule" is significant, perhaps more effective signs need be
in place; perhaps school officials
need to monitor the area. Perhaps,
given the rest of our campus is
open to smoking, the real issue is
with smokers and this "Coalition"
could aim a campaign towards
advertising the Great-AmericanSmoke Out. The "Coalition"
could partner with the University
Health and Wellness Center to put
post-signs
across
Brock
Commons with facts about the
harms of smoking or get SGA
funding to become a legitimate
organization with a budget for
such affairs.
But for the sake of the Student
Body, put down your arms, put
down your red armbands, and
CHILL OUT. Maybe you just
need a cigarette.

-Sarah Gayle

2 Leasing Consultants
wanted.
P/T employment.
Call 392-5300 for more
information or fax your
resume to 434-392-5558.
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Cprrqctioiig/Retractiong
Please note that the following items were
incorrect in last week's issue, and that these
are their corrections:
Iraq Nears State of Civil War
The divisions and ethnic/religious arguments in the
Parliament have spilled over into the streets, as Shia
Muslims in the government continue a bombing campaign against their enemies that has claimed hundreds of
lives. These retaliatory killings from the Shia in power
have in turn sparked retaliatory killings, adding to the
death-toll and violence.
Dr. Geoffroy de Laforcade, a professor of History at
Longwood, says that "one faction has won broad electoral support and shuns the sectarianism of other armed
groups." It is led by Moqtada al Sadr, a Shia cleric whom
has led uprisings in Iraq and had helped the Sunni resistance at Fallujah. He goes on to explain, "if his nationalism prevails, it may reduce sectarian violence but it is also
likely to be turned against the U.S. presence in Iraq."
Board of Visitors Discuss Key Issues
It has been brought to our attention by many people
that Board of Visitor members' terms last for four
years, and a member may serve no more than two
terms. Depending on the governor's decision, they
may only serve one term. Also, there are only 11 board
members, not 12 as reported.
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College Ranking System Under Review

ACLU coned

Joung Park
U-Wire
The U.S. Department of
Education recently proposed the
creanon of a new sort of college
ranking, an interactive list that
students could customize by
choosing among characteristics
they value in postsecondary
institutions.
The database would present
similar information to the popular US. News & World Report
rankings - availability of aid dollars and average SAT scores, for
example. Instead of tabulating

rankings based on a generic formula, however, the proposed
government database would give
users the chance to select their
own variables and rankings.
Charles Miller, head of the
education secretary's
Commission on the Future of
Higher Education, which proposed the new rankings system,
explained that creating such a
database would not be difficult
to accomplish.
"The data is already collected,

Selken is a third year history
major at Northern State
University with a 3.0 GPA Hfc
college education is being delayed
after his financial aid was stripped
because he pled guilty to a misdemeanor marijuana possession
charge.
The ACLU is actively searching
for more plaintiffs for the class
action lawsuit If you or someone
you know have been affected by
the 'HEA's Drug Provision, visit
the
ACLU
site
at
http: / / www.adu.org/drugpolicy /
for more information.

ACCEPTANCE cont'd p.4

a student just arriving at
Longwood who has believed his
entire life that homosexuality is
immoral, walking by something
everyday that tells him his beliefs
axe a lie would most likely summon very negative emotions.
And when these messages are
being put up by the very person
who you are supposed to express
these kinds of concerns to, what
options do you truly have?
I am not condoning his or her
actions or even saying this is the
exact scenario that led to them;
all I am trying to convey is that

And does that give you the
right to force your opinion on
any of those people? Hell no!
But at the same time, by denying
these people their right to have
these feelings, we are being as or
even more closed-minded than
they are.
Last semester, there was an
incident where a RA's board displaying information on homophobia was defaced.
To fully appreciate this situation, you must understand that to

see RANKINGS p.ll

P1

immediately jumping to the conclusion that this person is a "hatemonger" is a bit drastic.
I do think that Longwood
should truly express a concern to
promote true diversity of its students, even if it means letting people have views that ate less accepting of others.
These people have the right to
peacefully
and respectfully
express their views. Remember,
when ever you try to force your
opinions on someone, you are a
fascist, no matter what your intentions.

<® TOYOTA

400 OFF

ANY NEW TOYOTA OF YOUR CHOICE
AS A COLLEGE GRAB. YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE!

■HOI Hi CUSTOMER* WILL OJAUfT

®TOYOTA
Obuyatoyota.c

MACPHER80H STRUT FROMT
♦ AM/FM/CD WITH 6 SPEAKERS
♦ SIDE ROCKER PANELS
♦ 38MP0HWY

= YOUR NEW CAR
M «OWM

^L7V360

m*mm»

—■mm
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Thomas Rain Crowe Concludes Longwood Authors Series
Leslie Smith
Design Editor

Monday, April 3, 2006 marked
the final installment of the 20052006 Authors Series reading.
Dr. Craig Challender introduced Thomas Rain Crowe, and
remarked, "Just about two weeks
before Earth Day...Thomas'
voice and presence is an especially timely one."
Crowe is not only a writer,
"he's also a poet, translator, editor, publisher, and recording
artist." He co-founded the San
Francisco International Poetry
Festival, and has a few original
endeavors under his belt as well,
including the Katuah Journal: A
Bioregional Journal of the
Southern Appalachians and the
New Native Press. In 1994, he
founded Fern Hill Records, a
recording devoted exclusively to
the collaboration of poetry and
music. He also formed The
Boatrockers, a spoken-word and
music band, who have preformed
widely in the Southeast, and have
released two CDs. He has translated the work of Yvan Goll,
Guillevic, Hughes-Alain Dal,
Marc Ichall and Hafiz, his latest
published work being Drunk on
the Wine of the Beloved: 100
Poems of Hafiz.
Despite his accomplishments,
Crowe seemed somber and modest behind the podium in Molnar
Recital Hall.
"I'll try my best to entertain
you for a few minutes," he said,
smiling.
Crowe's' unique claim to fame
is his life in the wilderness from
1979 and 1982. He read from,
Zoro's Field: My Life in the
Appalachian Woods, his latest
work of creative non-fiction, in

which he details those four years
in the woods, calling himself an
"Apprentice to the natural
world."
"The first place I got this crazy
idea was from Henry David
Thearou," he said.
Although he is primarily a
poet, Crowe enjoyed working on
his book.
"I wanted the reader to be
involved... right there beside
me," he said. "Writing poetry
means writing about big things
with a few words, and writing
prose is writing about small
things with a lot of words...It
went against the grain for me."
Still, at the end of each chapter, there is a poem, about which
he laughed and said, "I don't
know how that got by the editors
at the Georgia University Press."
He read a passage from a
chapter titled "Sun Time," in
which he details how it felt "living off the clock."
"Somebody once asked me,
"What did you learn, living for
four years in nature?' I learned
how to slow down, and that was
the key for every other pan of
those four years.. .a lot of things
happen when you're living at the
pace of nature," he said.
The hardest part of coming
back, he later said was getting
used to the faster pace of the
"normal" world.
"I was depressed, you know,
for a while...I still heat with a
woodstovc.I still keep a large
garden, and I don't wear a
watch," he said.
When he first contemplated
writing the book, he thought it
would just be about him and his
experiences, but, "There was a
brave friend of mine who said

that if I was going to write this
book, it'd have to be full of stories," he said.
Crowe read from another
chapter titled "Neighbors," in
which he talks about the mountain people who were friends,
mentors, and skeptics.
"There are some people in this
book, if you'd like to read about
people and not critters," he said.
He went on to say that while
he didn't necessarily seek people
out, "people would show up out
of no where...some of the local
people would show up and take
me fishing...on a scale of 10, of
being totally alone, I'd say I was at
a six."
Crowe learned to do a lot of
things to get by - "I raised bees,
cut my own wood, grew food and
caught fish...dug a root cellar to
store food" - and as a result, a lot
of the book has technical details
on how to survive out in the
wilderness.
The last chapter, which Crowe
chose not to read from, detailed
why he had to leave the woods.
One gets the idea that he would
rather not be reminded of the
experiences that made him come
back to society.
"It turned out I was there for
four years before things happened that forced me to leave,
otherwise it would have been
longer than four years," he said,
shaking his head.
When asked what he does now,
Crowe replied, "I'm a writerL.To
be a writer, you have to do a few
things...It's like being a farmer,
you have to be a Jack-of-alltrades."
After the reading, Helen
Pitman responded, saying, "The
way he spoke evoked emotions

Looking fop a job next semester?
Campus Recreation is now looking for Supervisors,
Intramural Officials, Life Guards, Rope Course
Leaders and a Marketing Intern for the 20062007 year.
There are also some positions available for this
summer.
If you are interested please stop by the Campus
Recreation Office in Her Gym for an application.
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Bandlest Preview
Krutina Johnson
Staff Writer

Friday April 7,2006
Soldiers of Jah Army
The band, based in the
Washington D.C. area, formed
in 1997 and is described as a
"reggae" band with rock, alternative, and hip-hop influences.
Murphy's Kids
Reid Attaway, John Charlet,
Kelly Hazlett, Eli Doxtator,
Matt Singletone, DJ Kyriakides,
and Nate Koch comprise the
Richmond, VA band. Their
music is a mixture of Ska,
punk, and Reggae.
Classic Case
This is a five man band made
up of Jared Draughon, Josh
Moore,
Mitchell
Marlow,
Durijah Lang, and Eric
Mendelson. They have a sound
similar to U2 and The Police.

Mute Math
An electro-alt rock collaboration between longtime friends
Paul Meany, Darren King, Greg
Hill, and Roy Mitchell-Cenas,
band is influenced by everything
from DJ Shadow- styled beats to
Moments of Beauty.
The Fray
The Fray, formed in 2002 by
Isaac Slade and Joe King, features melodic pop-rock songs
and soaring vocals.
Saturday April 8, 2006
Bowling for Soup
A three-man band ~ Chris
Burney, Erik Chandler, and Gary
Wiseman ~ from Wichita Falls,
TX, Bowling for Soup mixes
goofy charm with catchy pop
hooks.
Nappy Roots
The
Hip-Hop/R&B.band
originated at Western Kentucky
University.

Josh Kelley
Kelley grew up in Augusta,
GA and started singing and
playing acoustic guitar at parties
while attending the University
of Mississippi on a golf scholarship.

Rainmarket
Luke Taylor, Hank Leber,
Geoff Logan, and Casey
Watson.are Rainmarket Based in
Norfolk, VA, the band mixes
Rock, Pop, and Progressive style
music.

that I had not encountered since
my last natural experience."
Rebecca Haigh also spoke up,
saying, "Without having read
Thearou or Baldwin, you can
appreciate Crowe's book through
his description of the natural
wilderness, and the wilderness
within man."
Be on the look-out for more
Authors Series readings next
semester.

80zEnuff
The Greensboro, NC band
plays a variety of 80's hits. The
four members are Shannon
Gilbert, Nathan BUnkenship,
Chuck Barchuk, and Jay Rusnak.
The Influence
This band mixes Rock, Indie,
and Alternative genres and is
based out of Salt Lake City,
Utah.

Interested in FREE Room and Board?
Enjoy working with computers and people?
Come to the RTA Fair,
where you can learn more about the program!
Several positions are available for Fall 06!
When: Tuesday, April 18th- 2:00-4:30 p.m.
Where: Lankford A Room
Be prepared to fill out an application
and take a short test.
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Preview: Total Nonstop Action
Park* Smith
Staff Writtr

With basketball season over
Willett Hall has been much quieter. But on Friday, April 14 the
"Will" will erupt with sound
once again when the United
Wrestling Federation (UWF)
presents Total Nonstop Action
Wrestling CTNA).
TNA is not at the level of the

more familiar World Wrestling
Entertainment (WWE), but it is
an up-and-coming organization
in the entertainment industry.
Recendy TNA has been featured in Sports Illustrated and
signed a television contract with
SpikeTV.
The line-up for the Longwood
event features some names familiar to wrestling fans as well as
some new ones. Former WWE

stars Jeff Jarrett and Jeff Hardy
are scheduled to appear.
Other stars under new names
will also make an appearance.
Jesse James and Billy Gunn, also
former of WWE are now known
as The James Gang.
Included on the bill are other
notable names such as the NWA
Heavyweight
Champion
Christian Cage, the TNA X-division champion Christopher "The

Fallen Angel" Daniels, and the
NWA World Tag-Team champions, Americas Most Wanted.
Other wresders rising in the
business will also fill the card for
the event. Among them are
Samoa Joe, also called "The
Samoan Submission Machine"
and Abyss, the 6'10 tall
"Monster"
The event is definitely causing
a stir and much anticipation

around campus.
"It's going to be really cool to
see some of my childhood heroes
open a can right here at
Longwood," said avid wresting
fan Mark Coradi.
The doors open for TNA at
7:30 p.m. on Friday, April 14.
Tickets range from $10-$45 and
are available through Mulligan's
or Longwood's Inter-Fraternity

Thanks Wn the LCVA!
The Longwood Center for the Visual Arts thanks the faculty, staff, and students for volunteering their time, effort, and
expertise during the 2005-06 academic year. Your efforts make the LCVA a success!
Alpha Delta Mu
Advisor Dr. Theresa Clark
Stacy Roberson
Mary Saunders
Delta Zeta
Advisor Abigail O'Connor
Niki Brozovich
(Catherine Flickenger
Sarah Hangey
Ashley Hilberath
Katie Norris
Janice Omadekc
Heather Shipley
Katy Weaver
Erin Woolard
Students of Assistant Professor Kerrl
Cushman, Department of Art
LeahBarron
Renee Booker
Amanda Burnette
Linda Chaney
Margaret Durrbeck
Stephanie Fetherolf
Jessica Gibson
Brandy Hager
Ashley Holcomb
Jessica Inge
Brandi Maitland
Cassandra Maloney
April Massie
Emalee McMullin
Echo Naugle
Alexis Ramey
Jenny Rechtman
Jessica Sansone
Brian Simms
Jessica Wilson

Kappa Pi
Advisor Clair McCoy
Sarah Lerchc
Tri-Sigma
Advisor Susan Sullivan
Rebekah Stager
Students of Professor Lee Bid well, Department of
Sociology, Anthropology and Criminal Justice Studies
Joanna Halt
Emily Thomas
Students of Assistant Professor Mary Carroll-Hackett,
Department of English and Modern Languages
Samantha Cooper
Katherine Heiberger
Jobeth Cox
Abigail Rhea
Georgeanna Gardocki Brian Small

Other Students
Taylor Anderson
Helen Dempsey
Joshua Godsey
Debbie Hartman
Emily Hedstrom
Kelly Henaghan
Samantha Luttrell
Erin McDonald
Leah Nunn
Amanda Skipwith
Brandon Terpolilli
•
Staff
David Whaley,
Director of Publications and Visual Art

Students of Assistant Professor Kelly Nelson,
Students of Residence Education Coordinator
Department of Art
and Longwood Seminar Instructor, Dave Levy
*Ashley Brunacci
•Michelle Ryan
Pam Baker
*Laura Dedmond
Ashley Smith
Libby Gordon
*Lauren Garrett
Carla Terry
Amy Gray
Sarah Gumkowski
Jacob Turpin
Liz Hale
Maureen Hains
Lindsay Wheeler
Krista Hendricks
*Lenny
Hammock
Amanda King
Kris Krigbaum
Rebecca Machamer
Megan McConnell
Ashlee McConnell
Ashley Moore
Michelle Owen
Greg Scott
Nikki Shenefiel
Faculty
Dan Singleton
Susan Booker, Assistant Professor of English
Kara Spence
Marty Brief, Assistant Professor of Art
Sara Stalnaker
David Buckalew, Assistant Professor of Natural Sciences
Jennifer Thornton
Deborah Carrington, Associate Professor of Education
Craig Challender, Professor of English
Anna Cox, Assistant Professor of Art
Kerri Cushman, Assistant Professor of Art
Hood Frazier, Associate Professor of English
Students of Assistant Professor Enza McCauley, Department of Natural
Steven Isaac, Assistant Professor of History
Sciences
Elizabeth Kocevar-Weidinger, Head of Reference Greenwood Library
Whitney Pultz
Linda Lau, Associate Professor of Computer Information Management Systems
Kelly Shafer.
Kelly Nelson, Assistant Professor of Art
•voiuniiteered 50 hours or more.
Christopher Register, Chair, Department of Art
If you want information about volunteering contact Michelle Miller, LCVA
Mara Scrape, Barbara L Bishop Endowed Chair in Art
Volunteer Coordinator at millerlm@longwood.edu.

Calendar
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For tke Week ol April 7tk - 13tk
Saturday the 8th

Spring Weekend!
Opera Workshop Concert
7:30 p.m.
Molnar Recital Hall

Sunday the 9th

Wednesday the 12th

Thursday the 13th

WMLU Meeting
9 p.m.
Hiner Auditorium

Guest Performer
Nancy Hulse
Inat Ain't No Way To
Treat A Lady
8 p.m.
Molnar Recital Hall
Free Admission

On-Campus Student
Employment Fair
11 a.m.- 2 p.m.
Brock Commons

Tuesday the 11th

Monday the 10th

LP: Dreams 101 Lecture
8 p.m.
Lankibrd Ballroom

Departmental Event
3:30 p.m.
Molnar Recital Hall

Woodrow Wilson
Fellow Lecture
7 p.m
Hiner 207

22nd Annual Scholarship
& Award Banquet
.5 p.m.
Nance Room

Friday, April 7:

WMIV
BAIBIE8T

Tongue in Ckeek

Dy:EllieWoodru«

TWee TKina5 Lona^ood SVuAervVs wi\\ <^o wiVn VVie new

4:00p.m.- 5:00p.m.

Murphy's Kids
(Small Stage)
5:05p.m.- 6:05p.m.

Soldiers of jah Army
3. VWe in+eli<'q£r>T"
I-Use A &c Vov^*^
'IV sucks" *< >/«

(Main Stage)

6:10p.m.- 7:10p.m.
ClaSSiC Case (SmaU Stage)
7:15p.m.- 8:30p.m.
JOSh Kelley (Main Stage)
8:35p.m.- 9:40p.m.
MUte Math (Small Stage)
9:45p.m.- 11:00p.m.
The Fray (Main Stage)
Picnic behind the Student
Union! 4:30pm- 6:30pm

Learn:

Extreme Makeover:
Career Edition

Job & Internship

an ALL-IN-ONE WORKSHOP!!

uniting

Searching
The Career Center PREMIER of Re$ume & c^ utter
r^flT
DATE: ^
Wednesday, April 19
4:00-6:00 p.m.

Interviewing

Dressing for
Success
Networking

^♦Don't forget to Chech out LancerTRAK at
^ http://www.longwood.edu/career/
LancerTrahEntry.htm

WANTED:
Students interested in ads,
design & layout, writing
(oi all kinds), computer
technicians.
Come to Tie Rotunda
oflice Monday nigkt at
9:15 p.m. to apply!
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those before us ha\e challenged us to seize
the Ju\. I', ,/f llii- Rotunda now ihallenije
vou !•< ih< r/i< same. Capture an insiumc in
vour life, usino around /('(' words or less,
t Inn has made u lijelong impression. I'lcinc
e-mail I he Rotunda with your rcsponst

Weekly Horoscopes
Question Everything
f1quariUS U°n.20-Febi8)

IHIIIIIWHl

r

Ceu?pe Dieit*
hr lir>t t iiiK* I realized t Inn- \s ,i- »
\\;i\

•rrad >

I iln--i

r « ;i\ I u .1- "join".

r In <11-«- — a- an
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Capricorn (»«.22)1*. 19)

Your nonverbal signals are the key to improving your chances of "hooking up" this weekend.
However, peeing, puking or performing any
other bodily function in public is not advised.

pi8C(ZS (Feb. 19-Mo.rch 20)

?lri(2« (March 21-flpril 19)

Stop fishing for compliments. The next
time you ask me, "Do I look fat in this?"
you're gonna get an honest answer.

Hope is not always a viable course
of action.

Gemini (May 21-june 20

\\ a- dm in- an

s

Crying won't wash away the shame of Spring
Weekend - neither will detergent and bleach;
those kind of stains are permanent.

Are you familiar with the phrase
"Coyote Ugly"? No? Well, I hope
you're ambidextrous.

Virgo ftiug. 23.22-sepi. 21)

loibra (Sept.22-October23)
Working out lately? You're gonna wish you
had when you're running from the cops this
weekend, you dirty liar.

§agittariU8 (Nov. 22-»ec. 21)
**

If you persist in taking advantage of the
naivety of freshmen students, at least be
sure all you're spreading is disdain.

Caneizr oune 22-juiy 22)

Is(ZO (July 23-f1ugu*t 22)

Leslie "The Pirate" Smith

#

TaurUS (flpril 20-M6U 20)

The question you should be asking yourself
is, "How am I going to explain this one to
my parents?"

overheard conversation in tin I'll.ill.
"I in going in need in go lni\ some work
shoe.-. Mom." a girl \s hined into her cell
phone. "(Hi. some nice |»uni|>>. maybe some
rute Hal-."
Shocked. I realized I thought she had
meant boots, or ma\ be a pair <il good tennis -line-. Wiiiiid I. one (lay. hang up the
pirate clothes, the bandanas, the fake snarl,
in join tin' ranks ol "business women '.
Il so. I hope its mil an\ time -non. I'm

I have every right to insult you . .. you
know what you did, and soon everyone
else will too.

§eorpio (Oci. 24-Nov. 20

Someday you're going to have to explain
to me why you felt it necessary to insult
not only the whole fraternity, but their
girlfriends and mothers as well.

1TF

You work ethic is stunning and your
attention to detail is impeccable. Stop
being an over-achiever! You're making the
rest of us look bad.

Your personality is in desperate need of animation. You're not only boring your friends
and classmates, but you tend to find yourself
becoming tired of listening to yourself talk.

HI

Call TODAY
434-315-5
208 Clark
Fdrmv ill-

Apartment Features:
- fully equipped kitchens
(i.e. dishwasher, microwave)
- private bedrooms & baths
- washer & dryer
- high speed Ethernet access included
- extended cable t.v. included
- $75 electric allowance/month included
- water and sewer included

,
j
•>
»
.,

» * s. X XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXV

;

,

Community Amenities:

- computer media mom
- tanning bed
! - free shuttle service
.

- swimming pool and hoi 111b
- ample parking
xx- fitness center
i

V-.. :\ A
v

Lease Options:
12 to 24 months
■ I nfiirnished $400*
- Furnished •
HI in 11 months
- I iil'iir S4MI*

•

,.2»
YOU'VE SEEN THE
-••••«
♦♦
REST
NOW ITS TIME TO *+**
•♦
LIVE AT THE BEST!
*•*

d in l> months
- Unrur$4

V H 11

&••••;
••* > ».

_••

#-.%
&

• www.kMigwood^vlllage

I

Bring in this ad and

Longwood Village
will waive your
security deposit.*
*with approved credit

Features
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Celebrating Student Emplonm

Quality Control,
One Ckooolate Ckip at a Time
One Ixmgwood Univcfsity busi- lines. "Rule number one: do not
ness class recently learned about eat the cookies!" he said. The
quality control in an unconven- students also were told not to
break the cookies, to extract the
tional way.
Students in Business Statistics chips by soaking the cookie in
counted the chocolate chips in 18- water (the water in their plastic
ouncc bags of Chips Ahoy! cook- containers eventually looked like
ies, which used to promise "1,000 a brownish soup), and that every
chips in every bag" until there was piece of chocolate counts as a
a change in packaging. At one chip. As they separated and
rime, Nabisco, the cookie's maker, counted chips on paper towels
ran an advertising campaign that on their tables, they resembled
challenged customers to find archaeologists sifting through
fewer than 1,000 chips in each artifacts.
"The students really enjoy
bag.
this,"
Creasey said. "Sometimes
"I do this as an example to
statistics
can be boring, since it's
illustrate aspects of quality control," said Roy Creasey, lecturer in all numbers. This is a practical
management, who teaches the application, and it shows the
class. "In the spring semester last importance of statistics in maryear, after I read a newspaper arti- keting."
They found an average of
cle about the University of
about
910 chocolate chips per
Arizona doing this, I had another
bag.
The
range among groups
class. Quality Control, conduct
was
from
800 to 1,023 chips.
this experiment"
The counting was done in one Creasey's earlier class found an
class period by seven groups of average of about 975 chips in
three or four students each, after each bag.
"There are certain things that
Creasey had announced the guide-
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Nadine Garten
Career Center

Students counting chips.
ftaore frorlded b/lUn
can skew the results," he said. "A
cookie could break, which would
cause a chip to break. There
could be human error in counting. And, one group this rime
used hot water to melt the cookies, and the cookies started melting and there was no way to get
an accurate count. So, I gave
them another bag of cookies."
An observer mentioned that it
was a shame to have to waste
cookies. "Sometimes we have to
do destructive experiments to get
the results we want," said Creasey,
who plans to repeat the experiment in the fall. However, he
gave the students, all of whom
are business majors, a few bags to
enjoy.

Longwood University celebrated
National Student Employment
Week April 2-7, 2006. This first
full week of April honors student employees and their
employers, who are a vital
resource and crucial to the success of the University.
The Student Employment
Program gives student employees the opportunities to grow
both professionally and personally.
Working studenrs and their
employers are citizen leaders arid
provide immeasurable contributions to their schools and to
their communities.
National Student Employment
Week provides a chance to focus
on the importance and value of
students who work, and the positive results of work experience.
As part of this week's festivities, a "Student Employee of the
Year" and a "Supervisor of the
Year" have been selected.
Supervisors were asked to nominate students from their areas

who have demonstrated exceptional abilities and made special
contributions to their departments for this academic year.
The key to a positive work
experience for student employees
is the effectiveness of their mining and supervision; therefore,
student employees were also
encouraged to nominate their
supervisors.
Winners will be announced at
the Citizen Leader Awards
Luncheon on Sunday, April 9,
2006 in Dorrill Dining Hall.
The Career Center, along with
the faculty, staff, and students,
wish to take this opportunity to
show their appreciation to all
those student employees who
have assisted them in perforating
the daily activities of their departments and to recognize them for
their contributions to Longwood
and the local community.
All students, staff and faculty
are encouraged to show the
employees and each other how
much they are appreciated.

see STUDENT p.ll

APAR I MF M TS

A wonderful place to call home
♦

Offering spacious one, two
bedroom apartment homes

♦

Unique floor plans designed for modern
living

♦

Full size washer dryers in each apartment

♦

24 hour fitness center

♦

Volleyball court and playground

♦

Swimming pool

Call today
434-392-5300
900 Poplar Forest Drive
Farmville, VA 23901

www.DODlarforestaDts.com

and three
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Review: Women's History Month Wraps Up

STUDENT cont'd p.10

Courtney Boger
Business Manager

March was a busy month for
Longwood's Women's Studies
Department! With the help of
Alpha Psi Omega, Alpha Sigma
Tau, Black Student Association,
and Unity Alliance, the department successfully organized ten
different events as a way for
women to come together and celebrate Women's History Month.
The theme of Longwood's
third annual month-long celebration was "Pivotal Moments:
Women's Rights in the 20th and
21 st Centuries."
Some of the events included
the "Lunch and a Movie" showing of The Last Abortion Clinic, a
student production of The Vagina
Monologues, the slam poetry shows
of Alix Olson and Queen Sheba.
Several lecturers spoke on a
wide range of topics not exclusively relevant to women. One
presented "Legal Issues in the
Workplace" as part of the
Simkins Lecture Series. The other
lectures discussed "The United
States Constitution & Women's

Rights," 'Title IX: History &
Implications for Women and
Men," "Recent Developments in
Family Planning & Reproductive
Health," and "Women, Popular
Music, & Pornography."
One of the larger events was
the Women's Studies Fair that
was held on March 29 in the
Atrium of the Greenwood
Library.
The topics covered at the
Women's Studies Fair were as
diverse as the topics of the
Women's History Month lectures. The exhibits, some displayed on tri-fold backgroud
boards, presented information
about female authors, female
scientists, the theme of diversity
in Third Wave Feminism,
women in comedy, women's suffrage, women in the Navy,
women awarded the Nobel
Peace Prize, and Breast Cancer
Awareness.
Many of the students
involved in the fair are students
in the Introduction to Women's
Studies course taught by Dr.
Pamela Tracy.

School winners are entered into
regional competitions sponsored
by the Southern Association of
Student Employment Adminis-trators (SASEA).
The National
Association of Student Employment Administrators (NSEA) then
selects a national Student
Employee of the Year.
Employing students is an outstanding way to expose them to
different fields and careers. It gives
them an opportunity to discover
their own unique talents and skills
while learning the value of hard
work.
Increasing numbers of students
find it necessary to work while
RANKINGS con't. P.5
but it's not well-organized or
accessible. We just want to make it
more user-friendly," Miller said in
an interview.
The proposed ranking database
would be based on the
Department of Education's surveys of colleges and universities,
which includes data on enrollment,
institutional revenue and expenditures, tuition and other key indicators, as well as information on

Support Casey Vigil

3£

Please come and support Casey as she undergoes chemotherapy treatment in her fight
against systemic lupus.

u.

This Tuesday [April 11) 5-9 p.m.
10% ol all sales benefit Casey and Lupus
Reseach

Easter
Seals
OIIAIUITT SltVICIS

Perini's Pizza
Benefit Dinner

Large Pizza and Pitcher $7
Communication major
ASA sister
Longwood Student

lp$truction ml assignee MflM for
SUMMER CAMP
JOBS
jooking (or the beet summer of your
Ife? Eaater Se«k Virginia can help you
lad it. We ere committed to helping
jeople with ditabihtiea gain greater
Independence. Join our dedicated team
hit summer at Camp Easter Seals
Virginia in CrsJg County. We hare Job
openings for camp counselors and
program leaders (aquatics, horseback
riding, music, nature, sports and more).
Room, board and salary provided. For
information, contact Lauren Ughtfoot at
lightfoot@va.easterseals.com or at
(804) 287-1007, ext. 110. VWt our
website to learn how you can make a
difference.
www.Ta.easterseals.com

successful local business person.
Adobe Illustrator,
Dreamweaver, using HTML code,
search engine optimization, etc. Also,
looking for all types of writing; copy, articles, press releases, newsletters. Contact
Sandy Henderson, 434-390-8855 or
sandy(g).rugratsva.com.
Richmond special events company
seeking ft/pt season work.
Responsibilities include setting up and
running inflatable
games, tents, i
should enjov being around people.
Drivers license required.
Perfect opportunity for student
seeking summer work! 804-747-4400
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attending college. An estimated
27% of Longwood's students currendy hold jobs.
For most students, work is a
means of supplementing educational costs, as well as gaining
valuable experience for career
exploration and development.
Ultimately, jobs provide students
the opportunity to contribute
valuable services to society.
Longwood realizes the challenge of providing meaningful
employment opportunities for students who need and want to work.
The Work Experience Program
is designed to:
* encourage the development
of part-time employment opportunities for students;
institutional performance, according to The Chronicle of Higher
Education.
"There is nothing wrong with
the other rankings, but there just
aren't enough good rankings,"
Miller said. "We want to provide
fully transparent information at
litde cost for the consumer."
Miller added that the current
systems of ranking colleges "drive
institutionalized behavior" by
encouraging universities to devote
more resources to improve the
specific variables used by ranking
firms.
Under a customized ranking
database, colleges would not focus
on improving specific variables
since every user would look at different variables.
Princeton University spokeswoman Cass Chart '96 welcomed
the commission's proposal for a
new ranking system.
"What
the
Education
Commission is talking about
doing is a highly different
approach. They encourage students to think about what their

* develop and enhance positive
values regarding work and service;
* encourage increased academic achievement;
* encourage the development
and exploration of career choices;
* help students exercise and
gain marketable job and inerpersonal skills; and
* enhance public relations with
the business community, because
positive employment experiences
contribute to productive, motivated citizens
Longwood's Student Employment Program staff takes great
pride in preparing students for
tomorrow's work force
priorities are and work to fit their
needs, something that we don't
believe private companies do,"
she said.
Not everyone agrees that giving users the option to choose
their own variables is the best way
to form rankings.
Robert Morse, director of data
research for U.S. News & World
Report, explained that the formula used by the magazine is based
on relevant considerations.
"We did research with academics and higher education
researchers and we discussed
with them the relative importance
of these indicators," he said.
Morse admitted that assigning
particular weights to each variable "is not a stricdy scientific
process," but said "high school
juniors and seniors won't have
neariy the expert judgment on
the inputs to these models."
"Sometimes it takes an expert's
judgment if you don't have indepth knowledge of inputs," he
added.

pEAD
4 month student summer rentals
Check out:
seabreezerealty.com
or call: 252-255-6328
for more details.
ffoHseforRept;
618 2nd Ave. - 1B/R, L/R, New Central Air,
Washer/Dryer, Hardwood Floor, Basement
for storage, 4 Blocks from college, very
nice, $4007mo.
Call Hugh or Jessica - 800-203-3494
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"Keepin It Real about Social Work at Longwood
Linwood H. Coiuina
Associate Professor
I'm sure you know what "keepin*
it teal" means: separating fact
from fiction, truth from lies, the
wheat from the chaff, the fake
from the authentic.
Well, let's keep it real about
Social Work, at least on
Longwood's campus.
And let this letter serve as an
open invitation to the Social
Work Program at Longwood.
I grew up with a heart and a
will to help teenagers who got
into trouble because I was one of
them and I knew we were misunderstood by those who claimed to
want to help us.
Before long, I was enrolled in a
"social work" degree program for
a Bachelor of Social Work degree
and on my way to doing the work
of my dreams.
But along the way, I have
encountered countless people
who do not understand who I am
as a social worker, what I do as a
professional social work practitioner, or what I do as a social
work educator and researcher.
I.et me try to clear up some of
this and invite you to rethink
what you know about social
work. Indeed, those who do
know the facts about professional social workers know we make a
world of difference.
Phat Fiction:
Social Workers primarily work
in social services departments,
and a social work degree primarily leads to a job and career in
departments of social services in
which you hand out welfare and
take children from parents.
Facts:
• Social work is a profession
and you may earn a degree in it,
but you don't need a social work
degree to work in social services.
Why?

• Social work is a job or occupational category that is used by
dues and states to deliver social
services. In many cases, a degree
in social work is preferred but
not required. fThe social work
profession has challenged the relatively unregulated use of the
tide "social work" for many
years, but the batde continues.).
That is why you can get a job
in a department of social services as a social worker with a
degree in fields other than social
work.
I know it may seem strange,
but there is a difference between
holding a job tide called social
worker and being a "professional" social worker.
• Professional social workers
have been educated and trained
in nationally accredited social
work programs that teach professional ethics and values alongside
theories of human behavior and
development, human diversity,
social policy, and intervention or
what you may know as counseling, therapy and advocacy.
• Most individuals with
degrees in social work—professional social workers—do not
work in jobs in departments of
social services in which they
deliver financial services or
remove children from parents.
But, no matter where social
workers are employed, they are
sensitive to oppressed, poor and
disadvantaged populations.
• Social workers are one of the
leading providers of mental
health services (counseling, therapy, etc.) in the nation.
• Social workers are employed
in schools, nursing homes, hospices, hospitals, and community
centers where they provide counseling and support sen-ices to
individuals, groups and families.
• Social workers are community organizers, researchers, and

program evaluators.
•Social workers are mentoring
program service providers and
directors, directors and counselors in group homes and homeless shelters, social policy analyst
in human service organizations
and in state and national legislative bodies, and service providers
in international organizations
such as the Red Cross.
• Social workers provide individual and group counseling to
juvenile delinquents and adults
who are incarcerated or on probation or parole.
• Social workers provide counseling in Fortune 500 companies
through Employee Assistance
Programs (EPA: they make big
bucks!).
• Social workers provide counseling to college students through
student service programs and
student counseling centers.
• Social workers provide counseling to domestic violence victims and provide leadership in
domestic violence programs.
• Social workers provide individual, group, and family counseling in the armed services (you
get to travel) and the Veterans
Administration (VA).
The list goes on and there is a
lot more to know about social
work.
Indeed, nine of every ten people do not know the facts about
social work.
The social work profession
and the organization of the social
welfare system in the U.S. are
responsible for this misfortune.
However, now you know the
real deal.
If you want to talk about a
professional degree and career in
social work, give my colleagues
and me a shout over in Hull
where the social work program is
located.
Contact me at cousinslh@
longwood.edu.

EBI Student Union Survey Winners!
Becky Hosier - 2 tickets to baseball game in
September - Orioles vs. Yankees
Kathleen Heefner - $25 Longwood Dollars
Kimberly Goude - $75 Walmart Card
Caitlin Eaton - Remote Control Car
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Scholar to speak at Longwood on
Biochemical Wariare in the Ancient World
Adrienne Mayor, an independent
scholar and author, will speak
Thursday, April 20, at 7 p.m. in
room G12 of Longwood
University's Science Center on
Biochemical Warfare in the
Ancient World.
Mayor is a classical folklorist
whose web site describes her as
one who "investigates scientific
realities embedded in myth and
classical antiquity."
She is the author of three
books. Fossil Legends of the First
Americanr, Greek Fire, Poison

Whitney Dunlap-Fowlcr
Staff Writer

Spring Weekend Celebrations:
Did you miss Longwood's step
expo last month? Do you want a
chance to see another one? No
problem! On Saturday, April 8,
2006 the National Pan-Hellenic
Council will be hosting another
step show in the Dorrill Dining
Hall.
This time, step teams will be
coming from all over the state to
show off their unique rhythms
and stepping patterns to win a
cash prize! The show starts at
7:30 p.m., but doors will open at
6:30p.m. Prices are $3.00 for
Greeks, $5.00 for students, and
$7.00 to the public.
Can't make it to the step show?
No need to worry!
The National Pan-Hellenic
Council and the Black Student
Association will host a step show
after-party in Iiler Gym! Prices
range from $2.00 for Greeks,
$3.00 for students and $5.00 to
the public.
Want to get an early scoop on
what's going on
with the Spring
weekend booths?
Check it out!
Unity Alliance will
be selling tie-dye t-shirts and giving away kool-aid.
Black Student Association will

Arrom & Scorpion Bombr, and The
First FusU Hunters, and her articles
on ancient legends about nature
and the early history of science
appear in scholarly journals and
popular magazines.
This year, she is a Visiting
Fellow of Classics at Princeton
University.
The talk is co-sponsored by the
Department of History, Political
Science & Philosophy and the
Longwood Archaeology

Field

School.

be selling Snow Cones.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
Inc will be selling fried fish
Zea Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. and
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc are
hosting their annual "Blue Phi
Fish Fry" and selling grilled chicken.
Other NPHC events:
The Xi Zeta Chapter of Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. will be
celebrating its 20th anniversary on
Saturday, April 8, 2006, which will
complete the fraternity's "ARE.
Week".
On Monday, April 3, the fraternity promoted sex education. The
following Tuesday, they took part
in an Alpha mentoring and tutoring session, and Wednesday, they
celebrated their founding day with
a "Xi Zeta Legacy Dinner".
Ladies and gendemen, the
ladies of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority Inc. and the men of
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc.
request your attendance at the
"Fire and Ice Ball" to be held on
Saturday, April 22.
Dress is formal and ticket
prices are as follows: $8.00 for
Greeks, $10.00 for
non-Greek students.
Student pairs can get a
special price of $16.00.
Tickets will be available soon.
Keep an eye out for more
information.

Sports
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Morrison Overhuped? Think Again Long's Skots
ja*on Long
Staff Writer

With Florida's win over UCLA
Monday night, the 2005-06 men's
college basketball season came to
a dose. College basketball has
grown substantially over the past
25 years and now reigns as one of
the most watched and analyzed
sports in the world
This year's tournament saw one
buzzer-beater after another, perhaps the greatest Cinderella story
in history, and the emergence of
such future stars as Joakim Noah,
Glen Davis, and Tyrus Thomas.
Now one of the most hody
debated questions in America is,
who will be number one in this
year's NBA draft?
Before the season, UCONN's
Rudy Gay was the consensus
choice for the top, but the emergence of Gonzaga's Adam
Morrison may have bumped him
down a bit - at least as far as
ESPN analyst Dick Vitale is concerned.
Yet, regardless of the fact that
Morrison led the NCAA in scoring, and along with Duke's J.J.
Redick, had one of the most exiting player of the year races in
recent history, many remain skep-

tical of Morrison's ability to project at the next level.
ESPN's Skip Bayless recently
discussed Morrison's NBA stock
in his online column.
After hearing Vitale hype the
college junior all season long,
Bayless wrote, 'TU be surprised if
Morrison makes one All-Star
team."
But the fact remains that
Morrison averaged over 28
points per game and led his team
to the Sweet 16 as well as a conference championship.
However, there is a question of
whether the focus should be on
what college players may or may
not do at the next level or on
appreciation of their amateur
careers for what they are.
After all if, as one commercial
states, "there arc more than
350,000 NCAA student-athletes,
and just about all of them will be
going pro in something other
than sports", are the ones who
will play professionally being held
to a different standard by the
constant scrutiny of their game?
Longwood Coach Mike Gillian
said that there has to be a separation between college basketball
and the NBA.
"You can not put a value on

someone's college career by what
he is going to do in the pros, just
the same as you can not put a
value on his pro career by what he
did in college," said Gillian.
Duke's Christian Laettncr, perhaps the greatest college basketball player of all time, provides an
excellent example for Gillian's
philosophy. While in college,
Laettncr played in four Final
Fours, won two national championships, and was a member of
the Dream Team that took home
the gold medal in the 1992
Oympic games.
His professional career, however,
was
another
story.
Although Laettner played a
respectable 14 seasons in the
NBA, he never quite lived up to
the hype he generated in college.
But it did not dampen his legacy
at Duke.
Similarly, regardless of what J.J.
Redick's imminent NBA career
may have in store for him, he has
been an unbelievable college player, and will forever be remembered in Durham as the greatest
shooter to ever grace to floor of
Cameron Indoor Stadium.
How many others can say they
won three ACC championships,
played in four Sweet 16's, one

Final Four, and broke a 50 year
old conference scoring record?
Gillian said, however, that
there is no need to end the discussions of how college players
will perform in the NBA
"You're still talking about college basketball," said Gillian.
"That doesn't hurt the game one
bit, because it's all about generating excitement"
The number one draft pick is
anybody's guess. This year's draft
is wide open; it will probably
depend on which team gets the
top spot
Florida's Noah has stated hisintention to return to college for
his junior year, as has UNC's
Tyler Hansborough, who will
remain in Chapel Hill for at least
one more season.
Additionally, although Duke's
Josh McRoberts ranks high on
thr draft board, he has yet to
show any intention to leave the
Blue Devils.
Seniors players, Washington's
Brandon Roy, Vdlanova's Randy
Foye, and Duke's Sheldon
Williams should all be high lottery picks, and excellent NBA
players.

Jinn Long
SugVHlm
Hoop dreams
Although I can not say what
wiM happen, I can tefl you exacdy
what I hope wiR.
I hope JJ. Redick goes to a
team that does not need him to be
the Dumber one option, but will
allow him to come along at his
own pace.
I hope that every NBA GM
that drafts entirely on potential
ends up getting the next Kwame
Brown while watching the next
Josh Howard lead their rivals to
the playoffs year after year.
I also hope Adam Morrison
skips the draft and returns to
Spokane, Washington for his senior season.
The money can wait, but once
he leaves, he will never get a
chance to experience the joy of
the college game ever again.
And most of all, regardless of
what they accomplish at the next
level, I hope sports fans all over
the country never forget the
miraculous seasons Morrison and
Redick had this year.

Longwood Baseball Picks Up Historic Win Over George Mason
Jason Long
Staff Writer

The Lancers were forced to
put in a litde overtime Tuesday
evening in Farmville. On April 4,
in the second-longest game in
school history, they defeated the
Patriots of George Mason 4-3 in
twelve innings, keeping their winning record (18-16).
The Lancers have grown
accustomed to late-game dramatics lately, securing their last four
victories in the final inning of
play.
The win was also Ixmgwood's
first ever defeat of George
Mason University (GMU) in
baseball.
GMU is an in-state rival whose
athletic program has garnered a
lot of attention lately.
The Lancers scored two runs
early in the first inning, thanks to
a pair of RBI singles by Zach
Zigrang and David Loel.
However, a potentially disastrous

inning for the Patriots was diverted when freshman right fielder
Ryan Uphouse threw out Zigrang
at home plate for the third and
final out.
After two straight scoreless
innings for both teams, George
Mason put their first run on the
board with a RBI double by
Uphouse in the top of the fourth.
Ix>ngwood answered the Patriots
in the bottom of the same inning
after freshman Robbie Bailey
scored classmate Jon Quigley
from second base with a double.
The Lancers held their tworun lead for three more innings,
but GMU managed to tie the
ballgame with a RBI single by
Matt York and a fielder's choice
that scored catcher Robbie
Jacobsen in the eighth.
The game remained tied until
the bottom of the 12th. Zigrang
opened the next inning with a
single. A sacrifice bunt by Tyler
Childress moved Zigrang to sec-

ond base. After a wild pitch by
freshman Jordan Flasher enabled
Zigrang to reach third, Quigley
came through with a walk-off
single that ended the game.
"I had been seeing a lot of
curveballs my first five at bats
and I hadn't been staying back on
them," said Quigley, following
the game. "Finally, I knew what
was coming and just shot it over
the second baseman's head."
Finishing the day 3-6 with one
RBI and the game-winning run,
sophomore co-captain Zigrang
agreed that the GMU pitchers
threw one too many curveballs
late in the game.
"They were throwing them to
everybody so I just sat on it my
last at bat," said Zigrang.
Longwood's freshman lefthander, Kevin Light, also pitched
seven innings, which included
three earned runs, seven hits, and
four strikeouts.
Light, who
entered the contest with a 6.25

ERA, said after the game that this
outing would definitely boost his
confidence for the remainder of
the season.
"I wasn't doing great at first
but I am starting to throw the ball
a lot better now," said Light. "I
just concentrated on getting
ahead in the count early, staying
ahead, and keeping my pitch
count down."
Classmate
John
Walker
replaced Light in the 8th and proceeded to pitch 1 and 2/3 more
innings, allowing only three hits
with no runs.
Junior right-hander Alan
Moore closed out the game for
the Lancers, shutting out the
Patriots throughout the final 3
and 1/3 innings, earning his fifth
win of the season in the process.
Longwood Head Coach Buddy
Bolding called the win over GMU
"a major step ahead for
I-ongwood baseball."
"Every player in the state sees

that score," said Bolding. "And
when they notice we are competitive with them, then they think
this is a great place to play baseball, has a great tradition, and
then they want to come to
Longwood."
The Lancers, who are 15-7 at
home, will now take the road for
their next five games, all of which
take place against in-state opponents. Among those playing in
the matchups are Atlantic
Coast.Conference members UVA
and Virginia Tech.
"We just have to go in there
with the confidence this program
can play at the Division I level,"
explained Bolding. "We're competitive but we don't want to be
just competitive - we want to win
and we are taking strides to doing
that."
The Lancers will play a weekend series against North Carolina
A & T at Lancer Stadium April
22 and 23.
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Rookie Indy Racecar Driver Dies in Crask
Kate Streckfuis
Staff Writ*

It was a beautiful day for the
season-opening Toyota Indy 300
at
the
Homestead-Miami
Speedway in Florida this past
Sunday morning.
The stadium was packed, the
sun was out, and the Indy racers
were completing their warm-up
laps.
Everything seemed to be perfect. Rookie driver Paul Dana's
chances of winning the race for
Rahal Lettermen Racing were
high.
With a fully equipped car,
Dana had the support and pit
crew to help him out.
The nightmare began when
yellow lights went up; drivers
were warned that a fellow Indy
driver's car had sidekicked out of
control.
Tragedy struck when Dana
missed the alert and slammed full

speed into the car. Both drivers
Dana is survived by his wife
were flown to the hospital. Dana who was attending a church servwas pronounced dead shordy ice when notified about her husafterward. He was 30 years old. band's death.
Following the accident, after
The other racer sustained minithe car debris was cleared from
mal injuries.
Dana, a Northwestern Univer- the track, the race began as
sity graduate, wrote sports articles scheduled, which defending Indy
for magazines before starting his 500 champion Dan Wheldon
career in Indy racing.
went on to win.
Prior to the Toyota Indy 300,
(Information Jtoa USA loiaj)
Dana had driven in only three
races. Television talk show host United Wrestling Federeation
David Letterman, co-owner of
Presents:
the race team with Bobby Rahal
signed Dana in the off season of
last year.
"Paul Dana's passing is a terrible tragedy and I want to express
my condolences arid sympathies
Main Events
to his family and friends,"
Christian Cage Vs. Abyss
Letterman said in a published
and
statement. "We were all proud to
"TneFaUen Angel" Vs.
have him on our team and are
deeply saddened by this tragic
Samoa Joe Vs. AJ Styles
passing at such a young age."

TNA
WRESTLING

In the Numbers:

12: Innings played by the baseball team in their win against
George Mason, the second longest game in program history.
2: Softball players earning Division I All-Independent player of
the week honors; Rachel Mills and Caitlin Hooe.

Tickets:
Mulligans

315-8787

Lancer Box Scores
(April 1-6)
Baseball (1846)
vs UMBC - L 3-9, L 0-9, W 3-2
vs George Mason - W 4-3
Softball (1848)
vs Howard-W 4-0, W 5-4
vs Hampton-W 3-2, W 6-5
vsLibertu-W3-0,W4-3
Men's Goli
@ East Carolina Intercollegiate lltkoiD
Men's Tennis (6-8)
vs Georgetown - W 5-2
Women's Tennis \L-6)
/< vs Georgetown - W 5-2
vs Mary Washington - 4-3

392-2118

13: Top 20 finishes by Longwood golfers so far this season.

Enjoy Carefree Living

13: Point-deficit against Maryland before coming from behind to
beat Duke in the women's basketball national championship.

no grass cutting m no leaf raking
no snow shoveling

409: Current MLB players whose salaries are over $1 million/year.

Scheduled Sports Events for the
Week of April 7th ^ 13th
Friday the 7th

Tuesday the 11th

Women's Tennis vs Liberty
2 p.m.
liOiigmxxl Tennis Courts

Softball vs George
Washington
4p.m. (doubleheader)
Lancer Field

Men's Tennis vs liberty
2 p.m.
Longwood Tennis Courts

Wednesday the 12th

Saturday the 8th
Women's Tennis vs GardnerWebb
3 p.m.
Longwood Tennis Courts

$5,000 Cash toward closing'
One Floor Living - No Steps!
2 Full Baths • 2 or 3 Bedrooms • Enclosed Patio

Lacrosse vs Virginia Tech
4 p.m.
New Fields

2-Story Plans with First Floor Masters Also Available

NEW Homes from $144,990

Men's Tennis vs GardnerWebb
3 p.m.
Longwood Tennis Courts

s\K <><".uy.

J.A. Wood Corp.
49 liars of Quoit? Craftmamfap
you expect in a home
www.jswaodcorp.com

Lacrosse vs Lafayette
1 p.m.
New Fields

<s>
L

Models Open Wed. - Sat. 11-5

(434) 392-2211

1517 Woodland Court
Located behind Longwood Vilage
Shopping Center on Mlnwood Road
'ftppltd toward points and closlig costs when using Buldar racorrmandad Lander.
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Duke Scandal Raises Issues of
Race, Town-gown Relations
Emily Grove
Assitanl Hdilor-in-Chitf

On March 13th, an AfricanAmerican woman that was hired
as an exotic dancer by the Duke
Men's Lacrosse team phoned
police, telling them that she was
pulled into a bathroom by three
men, beaten, choked, kicked, and
raped.
Police have recently recovered
an email sent by a sophomore
about 30 minutes after the 911
call. "Tomorrow night, after
tonights show, ive decided to have
some strippers over," the message
read. "However there will be no
nudity, i plan on killing bitches as
soon as the walk in and proceeding to cut their skin off."
According to police reports,
the two women left the party
when the athletes became "excited and aggressive." After entering their vehicle, the women were
confronted by one of the suspects, who persuaded them to
come back into the house. When
the women entered the house,
they were separated. The warrant
claims that the victim was then
sexually assaulted and sodomized.
Last year, the Duke Men's
I-acrosse team finished second in
the nation. Nine days after the
alleged incident occurred at a
party near campus, President
Richard Brodhead suspended the
team indefinitely. Of the 47 team
members, 46 were required to
report to the Durham, NC crime
lab for photos and DNA samples.
According to Durham City
Mayor Bill Bell, the national
media has been relendess in providing coverage of the incident.

Mulligans

He says that the coverage has
provided an imbalance in
Durham's image. The media has
especially focused on the issues
of race and class. Many news
articles portray Duke University
as a rich, white school in a poor,
black community. Bell says that
this is not the case.
Duke is the single largest
employer in Durham and has
invested over $10 million in the
community in the past 10 years,
so some critics question whether
or not officials are trying to "bite
the hand that feeds them." The
annual per capita income of
Durham residents is $41,000,
while the yearly tuition at Duke is
$43,000.
According to the
Princeton Review, Duke has the
country's fifth worst "towngown relationship".
Another issue faced is that of
race. The victim is a student at
North Carolina Central, a predominately black college down
the road from where she was
working the night of the incident. Of the 47 team members,
46 are white. Critics question
what measures would have been
taken if the role was reversed
and a black-majority team was
charged with rape on a young
white female.
Though charges have yet to be
filed, the situation that challenges
the team is one of race, Division
I athletics, a power-house university, and a great sense of uncertainty as protestors, athletes and
coaches, parents, faculty/administrators, and students await 46
DNA tests that will not be
revealed until the end of this
week at the earliest.
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John Graham
Stag Writer

Longwood Men's and
Women's Rugby teams took tot
he field Saturday afternoon with
winning streaks on the line. The
women were unbeaten in their
short spring season and faced
William & Mark while the men
were riding an unbeaten home
winning streak dating back to last
September. The women lost a
very hard context 17-0 while the
men fell in a determined effort to
Jame Madison University 26-19.
The women were up first and
the game was hard hitting from
the beginning. W&M had previously defeated Longwood last fall
and seemed determined to continue the trend.
Most of the first half
was played in the middle
of the field.
Sam Rudinger led the
way with hard hits and
penetrating runs down
the weak side but neither
team was able to score
until the dying minutes of
the first half when W&M
touched the ball down for
a 5-0 lead going into the
half.
The second half was more of
the same but W&M slowly
gained dominance.
Seven Longwood players were
suffering from the flu and colds
that circulated the campus earlier
this spring and as they began to

Thursdays College Nignt
- Longwood ladies get in
FREE!

rridaus: Live Entertainment All students get in FREE!
Tbursdaus and Fridaus: All Longwood
faculty and staff get in FREE!

COME TO
AN END

tire, W&M began to move
around the field better.
W&M was able to put in two
more tries as time an out and
made the final score 17-0.
Rudinger, Nina Elliot, Liah
Williams put forth great efforts
but it was not the day for the
Longwood Women.
Next the Longwood Men took
the field against Division I James
Madison University.
This the third Div. I school
this season for Ixtngwood (tied
U.Va. and Defeated Georgia
Tech).
The Original match scheduled
for North Carolina State was
changed due to disciplinary
issues with NCSU. JMU kindly
stepped in at the last minute as a
replacement game.

This game was very physical.
JMU used rolling mauls and
very aggressive rucking to wear
down the smaller Longwood
team.
Tries by Todd Miller and Justin
Mulkey and responses from JMU
left the halftime score tied at 12-

12.
The second half opened with
promise for Longwood as a short
kick ahead by Steve Davis
behind die defense and
"Rabbit" Smith fell on tlu h
get the go ahead score.
With the Dana Schaffer conversion Longwood took the lead
19-12 with 20 minutes to play.
At that point JMU used their
size to push down the field. Stout
defensive play from Pat Ferrd,
Brian "Spanky" .Lynch and Ben
"Bender" Adams was not quite
enough as JMU got the tying try
and with 10 minutes to play got
the go ahead try.
Longwood final rally came up
short and left the final score 2619.
In sixteen games dating back
to last fall the Longwood
defense has given up an
average of 9 points a
game while scoring over
25 per game. The 26
scored by JMU is the high
est this season against the
men's A side since
Radfbrd scored 28.
Both
men's
and
women's season are winding down with one game
each left to play. The men will
play VMI and the women will
play Blackwater Rugby Club
(Lynchburg) on April 22.
New players are encouraged to
come out at any time.

Take Me Out To the Ballgame
PRESALE
Orioles vs. Vonkees

Saturday, September 9th, all day trip
$20 includes ticket and bus ride.
Tickets on sale Monday April 3rd in the Recreation Area
of the Student Union from 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
For more information come by the main office of the
Student Union, call 2103 or e-mail
lankfordeiongwood.edu.
Pre-Sign-Ups end Friday, April 28th @ 12 p.m.

your OWN bathroOIII

s

at Sunchasei
. Pet Friendly
. Private Balcony
. Washer/Dryer
. Clubhouse
. Basketball Court
. Volleyball Court

. Horseshoe Pit
• Grilling Stations
• Ample Parking
.Pool
. Friendly Service
• Prompt 24-Hour Maintenance
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Coming Soon...
8-Screen Theater, Shopping, & Eatery
<&

Sunchase always takes care of the
little things that no one else does!'
~ Marvin Simms
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The kickboxing class.. .is extremely energizing and
gives you a complete workout that I have never
experienced before. Anyone who wants a good
workout...should definitely attend this class!!"

~ Monica Tibbats
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